Now, iTalk (TALK) Could Be Your Next Chance
At Grabbing A Gigantic 676% Profit!

Greetings Fellow Profit Seeker,
It truly is amazing how fast consumers take to the next greatest technology revolution, whether it be an
iPod, iPhone or iPad… these revolutionary products all have one thing in common – pure simplicity.
The largest and most successful companies in the world package extremely complex technologies into
easy-to-use devices. As investors, it is important to take note of these revolutionary products early on…
Before it becomes the next big revolution.
When it comes to communication in today's world, restrictive contracts and virtual monopolies are fast

becoming a thing of the past. Consumers are starting to wake up
and demand fair pricing and better alternatives. Now there is one
company that stands to profit significantly from this new trend, a
company with all the right factors already in place.
You see, I recently
discovered a little-known
company on the aptly named
"iTalk", trading under the
symbol "T-A-L-K", with a
revolutionary take on the
future of communication.
iTalk replaces restrictive
contracts with simple plans,
provides upfront pricing
instead of charging hidden
fees and best of all, iTalk
delivers a higher quality
product for a fraction of the
cost.
Very rarely do you find
such a tremendous
opportunity underfollowed
by the market. It's situations
like this that make millions
for those who can identify a
winner before the crowd.
Lot78 (LOTE) was one
of these situations and early
investors made a mint!!
Many walked away with
MASSIVE 2,340%
gains…
Investors who got in early
on another early situation,
Octagon 88 Resources
(OCTX), walked away
213% richer in less than two
months!
And I’m here to tell you, I
believe iTalk (TALK) is
next.
At this very moment, iTalk's voice and data coverage is nationwide across 12,900 cities and its

current infrastructure can support a total user base of over 280 million people. That's a huge market, a
potential for instantaneous revenue growth unlike any company I've ever seen before.
The company currently markets its iTalk Sleeve product to over 46 million active iPod Touch users, at
$9.99 per month and $29.99 product cost. This spells out $5.5 billion in annual revenue after $1.38
billion collected in one-time fees – a mind-boggling potential of over $100 per share in annual revenue.
TALK could be the biggest Wall Street winner of 2013! Because, like LOTE and OCTX before it,
this stock could quickly build fortunes for those who get in early!
Before we go any further, I wanted to introduce myself…
Hi, I’m David Cardella, editor of Profit Seeker Online – and while I may not have a "crystal ball", 3
months ago, I brought OCTX to the public’s attention – and those who took advantage of my advance
notification pocketed fast 213% profits.
Since then, I’ve been keeping my eye out for another high momentum stock with that same kind of
profit potential.
That’s why I knew that when I discovered TALK – I knew I had to let only my most faithful readers
know about it.
I’ve given you just a taste of why I believe TALK could be our next 676% winner…
But there’s a LOT more to the iTalk story.

iTalk: How Early On Situations Develop Into Incredible Success, And
Why Wall Street Just Can't Get Enough!
As I said a few moments ago, this isn’t the first time a tiny unknown company has taken Wall Street
by storm…
Several months ago, then unknown Lot78 (LOTE) burst onto the Hollywood scene when celebrities
like Jay-Z, Rihanna and Oscar nominee Bradley Cooper started wearing their fashion – and investors
couldn’t get enough!! The company ran from under $1 to a high of $18.30 in a matter of weeks.

But Lot78 (LOTE) wasn’t an anomaly, there is another small company that early investors ended up
banking on…
As just 3 short months ago, another undiscovered company hit the market by the name of Octagon
88 Resources (OCTX)… starting at $3.30 and moving to over $10.30 within just 6 weeks!!

Now, it seems like lightning is about to strike for a
THIRD time, as iTalk (TALK) is following in
Lot78’s and Octagon 88’s footsteps as their
products could soon spark the next technology
revolution!
Consumers looking for higher quality alternatives
and better pricing will be flocking to iTalk’s products
– which means TALK could be the next technology
stock to surge 676% as consumer demand drive
sales through the roof!
Making now the
PERFECT time for
investors to get in
before this unknown
stock takes off like
Lot78 and Octagon
88 did before it…
And made early
investors RICH in
the process!
However, unlike
its predecessors,
TALK’s threepronged profit attack could have you pocketing even
MORE money…

Undercutting Carriers:
The First Way TALK Plans To
Put $$$ In Shareholders Pockets
The first part of TALK’s profit attack starts where
one would guess…
By leveraging Voice over IP (VoIP) technology, iTalk is able to deliver a higher quality service at a
fraction of the cost of the major carriers.
Already, iTalk’s superior pricing plans are available to consumers packaged with Apple, Samsung

and Dell products, a strategy which is bound to capture a large segment of the market.
Consider the choice between Verizon or AT&T and you’ll
find the pricing of iTalk to be far superior.
Unlimited nationwide calls for $9.99 per month.
Once you make the comparison, it’ll be easy to see why this
company could be destined for stock superstardom.
The best part?
Even with all this brand name power behind it, TALK is
flying under Wall Street’s radar, which explains why you can
buy shares right now so cheaply…
But I can assure you, as soon as word gets
out, you could bet that some of today’s biggest
players will be grabbing as many shares of
TALK as possible! They know what happened
to Lot78 and Octagon 88 and like me, I’m
sure they can see it happening for TALK as
well!
That’s why we should keep this between us
for now, let’s lock down our profits first
before spreading the word…
After that, those high-powered traders can
buy as many shares of TALK as they want!

iTalk Sleeve: The "Investment Edge" That Could Be The Gateway To
Billions in Revenue and Over 676% Gains
Don’t be surprised if you’ve never heard of iTalk's Sleeve, most people haven’t… yet.
But that's about to change, and fast. iTalk is on the verge of a massive product launch and its
marketing strategy is beyond simple.
Because when you have a product that sells itself…
The smallest amount of attention translates into big sales.
Now multiple that effect by 25 million because that's exactly what iTalk is doing right now. Just a few
days back, iTalk revealed it is working with some of the largest affiliate markers in the country. Their
target audience? 25 million users.
That presents the potential for a HUGE spike in sales. We are talking about the potential of 25 million
device sales at $29.99 a piece – do the math! iTalk's marketing campaign could soon bring an avalanche

of $750 million dollars in revenue from device sales alone!
This is nothing short of spectacular for iTalk…
But that's only the tip of the iceberg!
The real potential behind iTalk is in its reoccurring revenue strategy resulting
from each and every sale.
Just like a regular carrier, iTalk charges monthly subscriber fees to access its
network. The only difference is instead of $150 per month, $90 per month or
even $50 per month – iTalk charges just $9.99 per month for unlimited
nationwide calls.
As investors, we love reoccurring revenue streams. With 25 million user
penetration, at $9.99 per month, we can estimate iTalk's revenue potential at
over $2.9 billion dollars on an annual basis, only considering its current
marketing strategy.
Meaning that yearly revenues of $2.9
billion may be just the beginning for
TALK!
Are you starting to see why myself,
Commission Junction, ValueClick and
more are getting behind iTalk?
This company looks to be going in
one direction…UP!
And you can get in now, before Wall
Street catches wind! Consider calling
your broker right now and giving him the ticker symbol: TALK with your buy order.
It could be the most lucrative stock choice you make this year!

Starting With A Niche And Branching Out – TALK’s Next Move
Could Push Their Stock Over The Top!
iTalk's President and CEO, David Franklin Levy knows something about the technology industry,
he’s not some wet-behind-the-ears dreamer with a little startup money…
He funded a company with a personal investment of $48,000 and leveraged it into a $176 million
global business entity with 1,000 employees, three international plants, and ranking fourth largest in its
industry. This very same company went on to be known as a NASDAQ-listed, worldwide
semiconductor technology leader – SubMicron Systems Corporation.
Mr. Levy is listed in Who's Who in the Midwest, Who's Who in Leading American Executives, Who's
Who Registry Platinum Edition and Who's Who Registry of Global Business Leaders.

iTalk's CFO, Richard Fredrick Dea holds diverse financial
accounting, systems and regulatory experience working directly with
the world's leading telecom organizations has including AT&T, British
Telecom, France Telecom, Hughes Communications, PanAmSat, and
Retevision.
AT&T needs no introduction, they’ve been a main stay for reliable telephone service since Alexander
Graham Bell founded the company over 130 years ago – and to say Mr. Dea learned a few things from
his work there would be an understatement.
But AT&T didn’t just become one of the biggest communications companies on the market today by
playing it safe…
They were started out of a bold discovery, the invention of the telephone – and the company did not
divert its attention – they stuck with leveraging the magic of the telephone before later diversifying into
R&D and manufacturing arms…
TALK is doing the same thing, by narrowing its focus on its core business edge: VoIP.
It’s a smart move, and it’s a sound strategy that TALK has already started incorporating into its
business model.
Like AT&T and Lot78, iTalk started small too –
producing quality and unique products – and it will
only take a few short years for them to make a name
for themselves in this niche market.
But as we can see with the iTalk Sleeve at a
breakthrough price point, iTalk is on the verge of
something big…and what David Franklin Levy has
planned could push shares in TALK to the moon.
You see, they have plans to follow in AT&T’s footsteps – almost literally – as their recent acquisitions
have expanded their sights on home and business land lines, a highly lucrative and easily accessible sector
of the technology market, thanks to TALK's focus on VoIP technology.
By expanding into traditional land lines, iTalk will have an even bigger presence in the both the
traditional land line and mobile worlds – greatly increasing the company’s potential reach at near zero
cost.
And it’s all starting NOW!
iTalk has already begun adding millions in revenue and thousands of customers through targeted
acquisitions.
And as much progress as iTalk has made so far, it is only a matter of time until iTalk enters into the
mainstream conversation – with consumers chasing after the cost savings!
A million subscribers of
its recently launched $14.95

Unlimited Nationwide Talk
would translate into an
additional yearly revenue
source of $179 million…
But this is the logical turn of events when you take an established name
like iTalk's recent acquisition, RocketVoIP and launch a competitive
phone service that undercuts competitors pricing by up to 80%.
This move, could, quite literally make iTalk’s revenues sky
rocket…
Meaning shares in TALK could be about to explode! That makes
now the best time to consider getting in. Waiting much longer and you
might find the shares you can buy today for a pittance could be worth
double, triple or QUADRUPLE that in just a few months' time!
Don’t wait!
Consider TALK today.

Why Some Of The Biggest Names Want To Work
With iTalk
(Here’s A Hint: So They Can Make MONEY!!)
You know you’re in demand when Google wants to work with you…
And this is the unique position that TALK finds itself in.
You see, iTalk's comprehensive marketing with Google Enhanced campaigns was just the most recent
example of how technology companies just can’t get enough of iTalk…
Before that, world-renowned technology brands, Apple, Dell and Samsung, were announced,
enabling iTalk deliver its technology platform on their well-known and widely used devices nationwide.
Working with giants such as Dell and
Samsung could expose iTalk to a huge
portion of the total computer and tablet
market share. In the first quarter, Dell
was number two in PC shipments,
holding 21.7 percent of the total US
market. Meanwhile, Samsung is firmly in
second place in the tablet world, holding
17.9 percent of the market share
globally.
And it may just be the beginning…
For these four situations to come along for iTalk in such a short time, speaks volumes for this young

company’s reputation.
Who knows who could be lining up at their door as
we speak?
With CFO, Richard Fredrick Dea’s past history
with AT&T, it wouldn’t surprise me if other well
established names came calling!
That kind of exposure is priceless…
And just another reason why shares of TALK
could be selling exponentially higher! They’re quickly
becoming one of the “it” brands in technology – so it’s
easy to see AT&T, Verizon, or any other big name
come calling again!
Do yourself a favor…
Don’t wait on this one – act TODAY!

Why You Can’t Wait On TALK
There’s a really big, but simple reason you shouldn’t wait to grab shares of TALK…
Declining profit scale.
Here’s what I mean…
When I first brought Octagon 88 to the public’s attention, shares were trading at just about $3 and
were still moving under main stream Wall Street’s radar.
But shares didn’t stay that inexpensive for long…
Just 6 short weeks later, shares had exploded to
$10.30 and early investors cashed out with a fast, yet
hefty, 213% profit!
That’s so important, it bear repeating…
Shares in Octagon 88 rocketed from just about $3 to
$10.30 – in just about 6 weeks of trading!
This is why you can’t wait on TALK…
This stock has many similarities to Octagon 88, and could very well follow the same path as the
213% winner – but iTalk really has more in common with 2,500% superstar, Lot78, making TALK
your best chance at building a FORTUNE.
Remember, like Lot78, TALK is starting out in a niche market before spreading their wings and

expanding into other areas...
And like Lot78, consumers could soon be scrambling to
grab as much of iTalk’s products as they can!
But what I see really pushing this stock over the top, is the
simple fact that TALK’s products undercut any other
competitor on the market! There simply isn't a better deal in
town.
Their iTalk Sleeve is a fraction of the
cost of an iPhone, their VoIP plans are
enabling consumers to save up to 80%
on their monthly bills and their
technology is available on some of the
biggest brand name products out there.
With everything going for it…
Now is the time to act on TALK!!
Don’t miss out on this potentially
HUGE, 676% profit opportunity…
You’ll be kicking yourself when you
read all about them in The Wall Street Journal!

Buyout Alert! Innovative Technology Firms Are Being Snatched Up At
A Breakneck Pace! What A High Priced Bidding War Over TALK
Means For Shareholders
Yes, we’ve yet to talk about one of the fastest ways investors
like us can cash out with even faster profits…
The buyout.
You see, TALK is perfectly positioned as a huge buyout target
for any established brand or company looking to add an
innovative edge to their already successful portfolios…
Looking at how inexpensive shares are right now in TALK, it
would be a smart move for these companies to make a move
before this stock starts heading north of $30 – and by buying
iTalk now, they’d be ensuring they’d get the most out of their
money.
Even more, technology companies, like iTalk are a hot commodity…
Amid speculation that AT&T and Verizon may team up to takeover Vodafone in a $245 billion dollar
bid, both have been busy buying up the likes of Hughes Telematics (HUTC), Mohave Wireless,

Terremark, CloudSwitch, Alltel, T-Mobile USA, NextWave and a
host of others like there was a fire sale!
Could iTalk be next? Maybe…
But with TALK’s CFO, Richard Fredrick Dea’s past working relationship with AT&T – you could
make a case that his previous employer is in the driver’s seat.
A bidding war between AT&T and Verizon over TALK would be
epic…
But could you imagine if Vodafone threw their hat in the ring as well?
What is certain, that if a buyout feeding frenzy does occur over TALK, the shares we buy today
cheap, could pretty much QUADRUPLE in price just on rumors alone!
Once all the dust settles – investors who get in TALK, now– could walk away unbelievably wealthy!
It’s one of the oldest success stories on Wall Street…
And it could be about to happen for TALK! Truly amazing…

TALK: Don’t Miss What Could Be Your Last Chance At 676%
It’s normally rare for lighting to strike twice in the same spot…
Even rarer for it to strike THREE times, but with all of the things
that TALK has going it’s way, we could see shares doing EXACTLY
what they did in Lot78 (LOTE), Octagon 88 (OCTX) and Hughes
Telematics (HUTC) – and that we could see an unprecedented run!
With solid connections to some of the biggest, most well-known
brands on the planet available on iTalk's platform and an unshakeable
foothold in the VoIP market…
TALK is as close a thing to a sure-fire winner as I’ve seen come
around in a while!
Whether it’s Dell, Google, or Samsung…
Or Apple, RocketVoIP or iTalk’s own website…
TALK is getting a LOT of exposure – and it could be just a matter
of time until this stock starts edging closer and closer to that possible
676% profit!
But even if TALK doesn’t follow Lot78’s trajectory, and instead takes the path of Octagon 88 –
we’re still looking at a FAST 213% winner!

Either way, I fully believe that early investors will have the chance to make a pretty penny – but in
order to do so – you have to act NOW!
Do yourself a favor, consider calling your broker right now and grab as many shares of TALK as
you’re comfortable with…
It could be the best financial decision you make this year!
To Your Future Wealth,

David Cardella
Editor, Profit Seeker Online
PS. I can’t tell you how important it is to have the power of well-known technology giants like Apple,
Google, Samsung and Dell behind your products. TALK does! And they’re turning that consumer
demand into profits! For shareholders, this means $$$ in your pocket – but only if you act FAST! Don’t
wait! Consider TALK today!
PPS. CONSIDER THIS: As a perfect buyout target, a bidding war over TALK would be monumental
for those who invested early! Those early shareholders would be the real winners if AT&T, Verizon or
any other company ending up buying TALK. Don’t miss out on what could be your last chance at 676%
gains! Act NOW!

Staying One Step Ahead
Of The Market Is Easy...
With the Internet's most comprehensive
newsletter, Profit Seeker Online! With
information and strategies on the hottest
stocks tips and investing techniques... it will
change the way to look at making money -

Sign Up!

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This advertising issue of Profit Seeker Online does not purport to provide an analysis
of any company’s financial position, operations or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Profit Seeker
Online or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. iTalk, (TALK), the company featured in this issue, appears as paid
advertising by Crystal Financial, LLC to provide public awareness for TALK for the period of May 24, 2013 through June 24,
2013. Profit Seeker Online and Nextor Media Corp. have used outside research and writers using public information to create the
advertisement coming from Profit Seeker Online about TALK. Although the information contained in this advertisement is
believed to be reliable, Profit Seeker Online and Nextor Media Corp. make no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content
herein and accepts no liability for how readers may choose to utilize the content. Readers should perform their own duediligence, including consulting with a licensed, qualified investment professional or analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged
to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due diligence on this or any other
advertised company. Profit Seeker Online is not offering securities for sale. An offer to buy or sell can be made only with
accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and provinces for which they are approved. Many states have
established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call
your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies
have information filed with state securities regulators and many will supply investors with additional information on request.
Nextor Media Corp. has managed a total production budget of up to $2,750,000 from Crystal Financial, LLC for advertising
efforts starting May 24, 2013 until June 24, 2013 and will retain any amounts over and above the cost of production, copywriting
services, mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its services. Profit Seeker Online is paid $7,800 as an editorial fee
from Nextor Media Corp. and also expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More
information can be received from TALK’s investor relations firm. Further, specific financial information, filings and disclosures as

well as general investor information about publicly traded companies like TALK, advice to investors and other investor resources
are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment should be
made only after consulting with a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of
and other information about the company and verifying that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is
highly speculative and carries a grea t deal of risk especially as to new companies with limited operations and no history of
earnings. The information contained herein contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27a of the
Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21e of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements
regarding expected growth of the featured company. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act, TALK notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other
than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect the Company’s actual results of operations. Factors that
could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of the market, the Company’s ability to fund its capital
requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc.

